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CONVERGENCE OF CERTAIN COSINE SUMS

IN A METRIC SPACE - L

NIRANJAN SINGH AND K. M. SHARMA

Abstract. In this paper a generalization of a theorem of Garrett and

Stanojevic [6] has been obtained.

1. A sequence [an] is said to be convex if A2 an > 0, where A2an = Aan -

Aan +, and Aan = an - an+,. It is said to be quasi-convex if

2(« + l)|A2a„|<oo.
n = \

It is well known that every bounded convex sequence is quasi-convex but

the converse is not always true. The concept of null quasi-convex sequence

has been further generalized by Sidon [1] in the following manner.

A sequence {an} is said to satisfy condition S if

(i) a„ = 0(1), n -> oo,

(ii) there exist numbers An such that A„ I and 2 An < oo,
o

(iii) |Aa„| < An for all n.

By taking An = 2~=n|A2a„|, we observe that every null quasi-convex

sequence [a„) belongs to class S. As regards the converse, it is clear from the

example an = (—1)"/"> that a sequence [an) E S need not necessarily be

quasi-convex.

A sequence of nonnegative numbers is said to be quasi-monotone if

an+\ < an0 + <*/") f°r some constant a > 0 and all n > n0(a).

An equivalent definition is that n~ßa„[ for same ß > 0.
o

A sequence {an} is said to satisfy condition 5" if

(i) a„ = 0(1), n^cc,

(ii) there exist numbers A„ such that [An] is a quasi-monotone sequence

and2r_,A<°°>
(iii) |AaJ < A„ for all n.

It is clear that the condition S" is weaker than the condition S.

2. Let

1 °°
-= aQ + 2 an cos nx De a trigonometric series. (2.1)
2 n~\
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Let

1 °°
f(x) = -r a0 +   2 an COS "*>

L 71=1

and

Li*) = \   t^k+ ¿(£aAos*x.

Concerning the convergence of fn(x) in L-metric, Garrett and Stanojevic [6]

proved the following theorem:

Theorem A. If [an] is a null quasi-convex sequence, then fn(x) converges to

f(x) in L-metric.

Babu Ram [9] and Maher M. H. Marzug [7] proved that the condition S

also implies the conclusion of the Garrett-Stanojevic theorem.

The aim of this paper is to generalize this theorem and those of Babu Ram

and Marzug by using condition S' in place of null quasi-convex sequence or

condition S. We prove the following theorem.

Theorem. Let an E S', then f„(x) converges to f(x) in L -metric.

3. For the proof of this theorem we require the following lemmas:

Lemma ([1], [3]). If the numbers a¡, i = 0, 1, . . ., k, satisfy the condition

| a, | < 1, then the following estimate is valid:

r k     a. sin(i + l/2)s

(.~j        2 sin x/2
dx< C(k + 1),

where C is an absolute constant.

Lemma 2 [2]. Let [an] be a quasi-monotone sequence of constants. 7/2"=1 a„

converges, then nan = o(l).

Lemma 3. Let {an} be a quasi-monotone sequence of constants. If S"=1 a„

converges, then 2^=1(zz + l)|Aan| converges.

The proof is easy.

Remark. This lemma also follows as a particular case of a more general

theorem by Robertson [4].

Theorem. If the sequence {a„) is (<f>, 8) monotone and Sa„A<p„ converges,

then the series 2^>n+1Aa,, is absolutely convergent.

Proof of the theorem. By Abel's transformation
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f(x) = lim
n

— a0 + 2 ak cos kx

= lim
«—»CO

= lim
«—»CO

k=\

n-1

Ö «o + 2 ¿\ (*)Aflfc + a„I>„ (x) - 2 a0
k = l

2 ^*WAct + a„Z)„(x)
A = 0

=   2  ^k(x)^k'     Sïnce    lim ^nAiC*) = 0     if X ̂  0,
A: = 0 "^°°

where 73n(x) = 1/2 + cos x + cos 2x + • ■ • + cos nx.

Again, by Abel's transformation,

/.(*)-? 2Aa,+ 2     2 A«, cos**
¿  /t = 0 k=\\j=k

= 2^WA«,.
A = 0

Now

£\m - fn(x)\dx-f* 2 ^WAa,
i: = n+l

dx

= lim
N->ac Jo

2   ¿>* (*)*«.
* = n+l

¿X = lim    I
A'—»»   7n

2 4^(*)
Aa,

/fc=n+l

dx

r*\   N~l k Atzu

= lim /      2   HS ^W-r
N^coJq  \k = n+x M=1 ^

Ä Aak ^ Aa,

*=i k=\

dx

; lim
N—»oo

Af-1

2    |A^|f= « + i        •'o

Jo

k     Aa„

2  -r^W
/x= i       /*

<7x

£    Aak

2 -r^w dx +A rn+\  I
Jo

"     Aa,
2  -rDk(x)

k=l      Ak

dx

< lim C
#-»00

N-\

2    (k + l)\AAk\+AN(N+l) + An+x(n + \)

by Lemma 1, since \Aak/Ak\ < 1 for each k;

< C   2    (A: + l)|A^|+(«+lK+1,
k = n+\
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since by Lemma 2

(N + \)AN = 0(1),   astf-»oo.

But by Lemma 3, 2"«i(& + 1)|Ay4,,| converges, so by Lemmas 2 and 3 we

have

J&J[V(*)-/.(*)!*-°0)-
This proves the theorem.

Note. This theorem gives a direct proof that the condition 5" implies the

necessary and sufficient condition of Garrett-Stanojevic [8, Theorem 1].
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